tripwire :: flagging galore!
j. s. davis
i.
dear enemy, i rappel from foreign rocks.
workers before me assimilate physicality sly.
hang tight, muscle trails ploy, pitching temporary.
patent tricks, avoid slippery terrain, prepare crevice.
insurance: gasoline tire.
familiarization disaster majority,
!ood levels push high"end talky,
known under invisible towns,
ventilated reason, liminal, spy hushed.
insurance: oiled hovel.
boredom factor drones devised machination
into me, self"same/fame Ƙ #de$lap matter.
mirror linearized raspy, media brings suck.
vacuumed face, oh, you know: do tell.
insurance: body bag.
smelling sphere. it doesn%t matter. no?
ringers muddy glaciation beyond codi&ed aha!
colossal bore vs. reticent man. i saw you.
'...throngs promiscuous strew the level green...(
insurance: gravity cathexis.
and we are surveyed; watchers sink tombs.
cheap economy of painting lust by numerics
resembles water onto skin, pinned down.
i will mu)e, will not escape arched come.
insurance: elementary shaft.
clothing relief, piled in !oor. take.
transformation perception Ƙ trash removal.
tissual restitution bends couching moan.
electronics attack clit; a shutter bird quakes.
insurance: elevator preen.
decade re!ection, wonder tells, paper cuts drip,
carpet burns, dirty underwear, lies by omission.
service lucky informants or squeak on call box.
depiction of blade marked skin, white winter cries.
insurance: medical examination.

ii.
dear enemy, if you loved, i would desist with demands.
uncommon/common idiosyncrasies, attempted &sting.
under roof, would you inherit trends, sludge decor?
i won%t be owned by the enviable Ƙ hail BABY hail.
insurance: hour circle.
pass* Ƙ no, don%t pass me by. let us be now.
living rooms reliant on lofty tomorrows.
i cannot see past modular futility, the staring ...
it%s the staring, i cannot see myself in you. not even.
insurance: opaque persuasion.
i cannot see. more true, less real, re!exivity upheaves.
repetition grind: i win, you win, double fool%s motion.
explicit search of that climber climbed. do not wait.
akin to porcelain on steel, splinter point grips banal.
insurance: moment freeze.
bloody high rise, winds shaking foundation Ƙ loose.
oneiric whimper, he steals causation, neverminding noose.
mucilage factory wades in anatomical clumps of nether.
a six"masted schooner ready. i don%t need you.
insurance: criminal riot.
historicize marching april, anti"sons force fed wilderness.
timid ignorance told us traps, timetables, tours, tosses.
shelling violence against my ghost, washing hand to hand.
washing body, watching you wash my body of sand.
insurance: desultory bang.
cluster to surround sound, sti!ed in the back seat,
sinking contemplation, i cannot love again.
but in blue sun, rays concoct lies, and i believe.
i believe little, believe too much, fawn relentless.
insurance: pale instinct.
despair signals from sideline ... in a dress inertial.
she doesn%t return calls. a pretty thief she%s become.
or: petty daydream, a chair vacant Ƙ no, straddled.
the moon%s shill, i will betray, choosing force.
insurance: dipolar discovery.

iii.
dear enemy, it%s all i%ve ever wanted from you.
no pretense for garage encounters, laundry rooms.
cervical vineyard, pressing dipstick derangement honeyed.
red jumps duality hoops, cataloging shakes for rain.
insurance: visceral reaction.
myself outside of myself, three tongues peruse.
hesitation: under arm, knee joint, neck%s curve.
blind life advocates pile words for"ever"shelf.
ask the right questions Ƙ am i your enterprise?
insurance: shell shock.
body weight shifts to suit the strange,
nursing manipulation but not pitiful.
awareness coasts the 5, windows down.
god? ill"advised. forti&cation screwed.
insurance: time lapse.
in retrospect, pinball hunts aren%t such a good idea.
since when am i elastic, mr. ransom validation?
pillage my inverse before industrializing pigeonhole.
hallow dead minds; i am a registered dog owner.
insurance: foul gamble.
to a lake, an envelope, a cocoon, a slimed aroma.
chain or fence or tell me that stupid story again.
morning? venom, molasses, co+ee breath, cryptic. oh.
lackluster approach or con&dential remark swapping.
insurance: effete sycophant.
occupation underwire :: captain tokenized or argued thighs.
we augment severance pay. we pay for it. pay for it. pay.
alchemy lips to girls expired, changed hearts retired to Ƙ
!ash the ultimate disconnection; strum porno"overture.
insurance: sharp teeth.
diversion, derision; indecision kept her coming back.
ins/outs empty telepathy. empathetic generosities rolled.
cover me in moss, then smother me with your weight.
cover me in moss, then wait for me to rise against you.
insurance: attainable artifice.

